Contestant: Luke Faser  
Drag Mom: Star Kirkland

Luke Faser is a Management Analyst for the Research and Development Unit of the Denver Sheriff’s Department, which makes him sound like some sort of mad scientist. The truth is, he believes the job is a bit less exciting than it sounds since he spends the majority of his time conducting data analysis.

Luke is so proud to be married to Kristi, who is currently a PhD candidate at the University of Denver and a Health Policy Research Scholar for the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation. He loves that she is “also a big nerd” and he is inspired by the work she does. In addition he has two young sons, 5-year-old Jones and 18-month-old Jules, who constantly make him laugh and annoy him every day.

As one who is always seeking attention, Luke says the opportunity to perform on stage was a big draw to participating in ‘Drag Eye.’ But in all seriousness, Luke’s motivation to compete was being able to raise money for an incredible organization and to engage with the LGBTQ+ community in a unique and fun way.

Luke’s ‘Drag Eye’ persona is partly inspired by Aubrey Plaza, the sarcastic yet loveable actress who played April Lundgate on Parks and Recreation.

**Personal Motto:** “Nope, I’m good.”

**Happy Hour Drink:** Total Beer Snob (this is Colorado after-all), but also enjoys a good Manhattan.